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WHAT WE LEARNED IN PICTURES 
 

Lights were out but we had candles and flash lights a plenty.  Even had neighbors 
checking on us and Donna came and stayed over night with us so she would not be alone.  
( I really think it was my wonderful camp style food she wanted to sample not the cozy 

bed that attracted her ha ha ha…..) 

 
 



I set up our propane camping stove in the garage to cook on.  I have a hose so I can hook 
a full size tank up to it rather than using the little bottles. 

 
 

               
 
 



Now do you understand why Donna came to stay with us. I love to camp out and I love to 
cook breakfast when we are camping out.  So power outage to me is just a wonderful 
chance to camp out and not have to leave home…. Now you getting it???  I think they 

call this kind of thing “SPAMMING IT”…. We love fried eggs and “SPAM”… Yummm 

 
 

Chili any one?  YUMMMMMMM!  It was soooo good there in the cold that night!  And 
all we had to do was open a can or 2 of it from our years supply.  Right off the shelf!!!!! 

 

 



Now this is the life.  No where to go (lights were out over the whole Seattle area), 
nothing to do.  We have batteries and a radio and a fire place, and wood, and we just 

sealed our self off in that one room with sheets so the heat would stay in and snoozed for 
2 weeks….  It was actually almost fun… almost….  Well don’t you think the expression 

on her face tells the story?  SHE IS HAVING FUN… SHE IS HAVING FUN… 
Actually that is one of the lessons we learned.  Janice had the wisdom to put board games 
in our year supply.  I would have never thought of that.  Some of those nights got pretty 
boring and long.  But because we had games to play that took no electricity, we actually 
had a lot of fun together just doing the kind of games we used to do when we were kids. 

 

 



Do you think just because the power was off we were going to skip ice cream.  Nope!!!! 
Generator was keeping the freezer running just fine by running the generator for 1 hour 
two times a day.  But we have to eat some ice cream once in a while to make sure the 
freezer was working.  Well …. Some one had to test it. So we voted ourselves as the 

testers.  And we found it was just as frozen as ever….. 

 
 

I bet if the neighbors had known we were eating meals like this they would all have been 
over asking for “HELP!!!!”…..  So we kept it a big secret and just opened our years 
supply of food and went at it in the dark…. Well not exactly in the dark.  We had oil 

lamps and candles and flash lights and 2 times a day while the generator was running we 
even had normal house lights.   

 
 



We were very blessed.  When this same storm got to Kansas it was like 10 below zero 
and they were with out power in that weather.  WHEW!!!!  It was cold in our house all 
day but not THAT COLD!!!!!!!!!!  Here is the inside temperature (on the left) in our 

kitchen and the outside temperature (on the right) ….. (the front room where we had the 
fireplace and the sheets over the openings to keep the heat in was about 60 all the time. 

 
 

 



Why close the fridge.  It was colder in the kitchen than it was inside the fridge. So we just 
left the door open and things kept just fine. 

 



But all joking aside, when the power is out, there is usually a reason.  And when that 
reason is life threatening, it is no something to laugh about.  Several people were killed 

by the filling trees that took the power lines down and some people’s houses with it.  Our 
neighbor was nearly killed.  This big tree hit another tree and bounced sideways taking 

the corner of his house off.  If it had not hit that other tree, it would have come right 
down on the bedroom where he was sleeping.  Where it did hit, it took the roof right to 
the floor.  WOW!!!! We were all so blessed in our neighborhood that no one was killed.  

But many in the Seattle area were not that lucky. 

 
 

 
 



This is the littler tree that the big one hit.  It was not big enough to break the roof.  He 
was sleeping right inside that window. 

 
 

And this was the little tree.  They are so blessed to still be alive 
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